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A_stract

The TL-dose response was measured for the sensitive Harshaw

manufactured phosphors (CaF2:Dv and CaF2:Tm). taking chips from
the same batch and from different batches. The relative standard

deviations were fitted to a semiempirical expression, from which

the minimum measurable doses were derived and compared to the
minimum measurable dose calculated by taking 3 times the

standard deviation of unirradiated chips. The contribution of the

individual calibrationof each TLD chip was checked, as weil.
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One of tile advantages of the thermoluminescent method is its

ability to measure low doses, which is useful in environmental

dosimetry, as well as in archeology. The most sensitive TLD

phosphor_ a_e based on CaF_ and CaS04, In the early days of

dosimetry, the calcium fluoride was the most widely used mazeriai

(I). The natural CaF= was widely used by the Belgian company MBLE

which developed ali individual dosimetry svszem, Houterma1J_' e ' a_

(2) and Schayes et al (3) showed that it has a high sensitivity and

a good linearity and trap stability. Howevel-,its glow curve is

complex and only limited amounts of adequate quality material were
available. Ginthe1" (4} synthesised a manganese activated materia]

(CaF2:Mn), well suited to radiation dosimetry. This material

exhibits a single peak at 280°C; however its sensitivity is lower
than that of the natural CaF2. Binder et al (5) developed a

dysprosium activated calcium fluoride (CaF=:Dy), marketed bv
Harshaw as TLD-200 (chips, cards and powder form]. Its sensitivity

is about i0-30 times greater than the sensitivity of LiF:Ti,M_

(TLD-I00), thus being the most sensitive Car2 TLD, but its glow

curve is more complicated than that of CaF=:Mn and it is more

sensitive to light. Lucas and Kaspar (6) were zhe first tc, point

out that the CaF=:Tm, (marketed as TLD-300 by Harshaw), shows two

prominent glow peaks at approximately 150°C and 250°C with the

later peak showing a relatively higher fast neutron sensitivity
than the former. This increased sensitivity of the high temperature

peak to high linear energy transfer (LET) radiation has led to

various attempts to apply this structure to neutron and gamma ray
discrimination (7), pion and heavy charged particle dosimetry (8)

and estimation of X-ray radiation field effective energy (9).

The aim of the present work was to check the TL-dose response

of both the CaF2:Dy and CaF=:Tm phosp_ors in the low dose ran_e

and evaluate the minimum measurable dose (MMD) for different

conditions (e.g., phosphors from the same batch and from different
, batches, with and without individual chip calibration). The MMD was

evaluated from the relative standard deviation (standard deviation

divided by the mean) vs. exposure curve, as described by Zaran/ and

Polgar (I0,ii). The MMD is defined as the dose level where the
relative standard deviation is 0.2 (2OY).

One of the main dosimetric characteristics of the TLD

phosphors is the ]inearitv, e._. the linear behaviour of the TL-
dose response from the lowest measurable doses up tc, the range of

supralinear behaviour (which is above I0 GV for the CaF='s - see
reference 12). Most of the research dea]ing witI, the dos]metri:

properties of the Car=: phosphors checked the linearitv :f thes+

phosphors for the range of intermediate and high doses. The MML,
evaluated in this work is based on the relative standard ,Jeviat]o<

value in the low dose region of the linearitv curve. Th_ lowes"

measurable doses are usualy given in the literature of th_

manufacturer. There are some papers which mention the Iowes_

measurable doses of CaF=:Dv and CaF=:Tm (13,14), without an'J

theoretical or experimenta] detail.
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The measurements were pel'formed with the Harshaw manufactured

TLD-200 and TLD-SO0 cards, each of them containing two chips of

CaFb: Dy oi" CaF=:Tm (Smm X Smm X 0.gmm) . The cards were

irradiate<' _,;,_evera] ,Jo_es in the ran_e O.OJ - 0.4 mGv . All tile

irradiatiol]_ were pe1'formed witl_ the _c'SI_/-_c'Y ,Lal ib_{,Li,_:

source of the automatic 2271 Harshaw reader and evaluated
. ' )immediately after the irradiation The ]Li cards were evaluated il,

the automatic 2271 Harshaw manufactured ]'LD reader. The heatinE_

profile is a pre-heat to 150°C, a linear heat of ~SO°C/sec to ZO0°C
(about 5 seconds) and another 4 seconds at the maximum temperature,
All the TLD cards were calibrated indlviduallv bv 5 repeated

irradiations of each card to a dose level of 1.0 mGy, and the

standard deviation was found to be 1-2% for each card.

S,Experimental results.

The TL-dose response was measured for CaF_:Dy and CaFm:Tm

TLD's in the 0.01 - 0.4 mGy range, Ten cards of each dosimeter were

divided into 2 groups: the first including cards from a siFigle
batch and the second from different batches. All the TLDs were

irradiated 5 times tc, a dose of imGy for calibration. The cards

were read twice, and the background (the second reading) was

subtracted from the initial reading. The results for each dose were
calculated with and without individual calibration of each

dosimeter.

k

In figure 1 (A and B) the TL-dose response of the CaF=:Dy

is presented, for cards from the same batch (with and without
individual calibration of each chip). The dosimeter shows a good

linear response in the both cases, but the accuracy is better when

the individual chip calibration is performed, as expected. The TL-

dose response of the CaF2:Tm is shown in figure 2 (A and B).

A semi-empirical expression following Zarand and Polgar

(i0,ii) was fitted to the relative standard deviations for

different exposures. These fits are useful in that they allow

interpolation between the measured points so that the MMD can be
more accurately estimated. The MMD is defined as the dose level

where the relative standard deviation is 0.2 (20Z). In figure _3 we

present the graph of the relative standard deviation vs. the

exposure for CaF=:Dy chips from the same batch, with (A) and
without (B) individual calibration for every dosimeter. The same

data are shown for CaF2:Tm in figure 4. The results of the MMD
were calculated for both TLDs, for the same batch and fc,1_ different

batches, with and without individual calibration for every chip.

The MMD was also evaluated by reading the unirradiated chiF,_

of CaF2:Dy and CaF=:Tm and taking Z times the standard

deviation. The calculations were performed for dosimeters from the
same batch and from different batches, with and without individual

calibration of each chip. The MMD values are summarized in table I.
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Table 1 , 'l'be MMD of CaF=:_Jv and CaF=:Tm evaluated by bot_h

methods .....(in mGy) ,

D,-,s imeter .Ana 1 i t i c f t t '._:!....Z.......$.t.a...nda_]_,.-I...... dev..i a t i ,:,,,
_,;] t }, W] t: h :.,u _ Wi t r, Wi t r, ,:,,.i'
individual caliL,, individual calit,,

CaF=:Dy same batcl_ 0.010 0.021 0.0087 0,0185
CaFz:Dy diff. batches 0.016 0.028 0.0130 0.0291
CaF2 :Tm same batch 0.015 O.OIQ 0.0128 <).0152

CaFm:Tm diff. batches 0.024 0.0(52 0.0295 0.0663

4, Conclusions,

- A good linear response was found for both CaF2 TLD's, with a

better accuracy when individual calibration was performed.

- A good fit was found between the MMD evaluated by the two

methods- the difference between the corresponding results is
less than 25%.

- The MMD of the phosphors taken from the same batch was found to

be 0.01 mGy (I mrad) for CaF2:Dy and 0.015 mGy (1.5 mrad) for

CaF=:Tm. For phosphors from different batches, the MMD is

higher for all the cases, as expected.

- The values presented in table 1 can be used as a general
guidance for the MMD expected in the specified cases.
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